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Corporate

Innovative technologies,
modern manufacturing
techniques and the most
highly-qualified employees
are the basis of the
high-quality precision 
clamping tools from
Mytec -Hydraclamp-

Mytec -Hydraclamp- is an innovative
partner of the precision industry, with the core task
of satisfying today’s increasing quality requirements
through development and manufacturing of highly precise
tensioning tools for lathing, hobbing, grinding, measuring
and testing, and to contribute to our customer’s increased
competitive ability.

Products: In order to effectively solve the variety of
application cases, a broadly diversified
product line was developed.

Electronic clamping pressure control
System “Power Control”

Mechanical sliding sleeve expansion arbors
and chucks system “Perman” 

Hydraulic lock nut for axial clamping
system “Hydraclamp”

Machine spindles with integrated
hydraulic expansion technology

Complete clamping fixtures
including peripherals

Hydraulic expansion arbors
Hydraulic expansion chucks

Hydraulic expansion arbors
Hydraulic expansion chucks
with geared expansion sleeve

Hydraulic expansion arbors
Hydraulic expansion chucks
of light metal

Thus complete solutions in all areas where
workpiece and tool clamping are required.
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Introduction

Hydra expansion elements – the optimal
connecting link between workpiece and machine

Using special hydraulic expansion elements, a clamping system has been developed 
by Mytec -Hydraclamp- that far surpasses all traditional clamping in precision, clamping 
force, and in transferred torque.

Highly-qualified technology, perfect construction and special materials are the basis for 
extraordinary performance, for high-precision lathing, hobbing, grinding, testing and 
measuring.

Hydra expansion arbors and Hydra expansion chucks are manufactured by Mytec
in two versions:

1.   System  - RS -  replaceable sleeve and precise

2.   System  - SL -  seal-less and ultra high-precision

Selection of the respective system is based on the project or use.

Hydra expansion arbors and Hydra expansion chucks for manual and powered clamping 
are always tailored to the individual project. Consequently we are capable of solving the 
most difficult requirements without compromise.

Special hydraulic expansion technology from
Mytec -Hydraclamp-, the superior clamping
system for

more productivity

more precision

more profitability in testing,
measuring, and in stock removal
manufacturing
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The centricity precision of the 
Hydraulic expansion elements
from Mytec -Hydraclamp- is

≤ 0.005 mm for the - RS -  system

≤ 0.003 mm for the - SL -  system
(When using the intermediate collets,
the respective value may increase)

2. Clamping force
With the Hydra expansion system 
unusually high clamping forces are 
achieved through high internal pressures.

3. Torque
Due to the absolute friction grip and 
centered tension, extremely high torques 
values are achieved. The torque rating can
be up to three times greater with special
hard coating at the clamping sleeve.

4. Expansion frequency
Mytec -Hydraclamp- guarantees min. 
50,000 expansion cycles for its expansion 
tools (experience has shown that this 
number is exceeded by a wide margin in 
normal use) and 12 months of function.

5. Expansion
Hydra expansion tools

       System  - RS -
and System  - SL -
normally have a max.  expansion of 0.3%, 
starting from the respective clamping dia. 

With the - RS - system the 
expansion can be increased to 1% 
when using an expansion sleeve 
made of special material.

Introduction

Appealing characteristics and performance
- the basis of economic manufacturing

Quality Features

1. Precision 6. Hardness
Hydra expansion tools from Mytec -
Hydraclamp- have a hardness of 56 HRC 
and the centers have a hardness of 64 
HRC. This ensures a long tool life.

7. Wear
The Hydra expansion tools’ closed 
expansion system, which is absolutely 
impervious to dirt and chips, combined 
with high wear resistance, guarantees 
a long service life.

8. Coating
If the standard hardness of Hydra 
expansion tools is not sufficient, then 
a highly wear resistant coating may be 
applied. The surface hardness of the 
coating in this case is 80 HRC.

9. Clamping without workpiece
Hydra expansion elements from Mytec -
Hydraclamp- can be expanded without a 
workpiece because the expansion elements 
are permenantly adjusted within the max. 
expansion of 0.3%. 
Over-expansion is not possible due to an 
integrated stroke limiter. However, at direct 
admission the max. actuating pressure is 
prescribed.

10. Setting
If space permits, Hydra expansion 
elements from Mytec -Hydraclamp- are 
generally equipped with an adjustment 
piston. This makes it possible to set 
expansion for fine clamping, particularly 
in the case of thin-walled workpieces. 
Thus deformation is avoided.
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Notes









http://www.eurotechcorp.com/eurotech/PDFs/MYTEC_Web.pdf
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